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Abstract---Thinking skills is a trained skill according to the
Curriculum-2013, ie analytical thinking skills rather than
mechanistic thinking (routine). Analytical thinking skills can be
improved through a particular learning model or learning strategy.
This study examines learning models that improve analytical
thinking skills. The learning models include Guided Inquiry,
Problem Based Learning (PBL) model, Group Investigation model,
Context Based Learning Model (CBL), and Model of Analytical
Thinking Skills Training Process. The strategies used in improving
analytical thinking skills include MURDER (Mood, Understand,
Recall, Digest, Expand, Review) and Infographics (Information
and Graphics). Based on the result of the study, it is found that the
model and learning strategy to improve analytical thinking skills
generally start from a problem, then the problem is formulated to
be proved together with the group by searching relevant
information, observation/ experiment, and conclude the obtained
result, and communicate. The weaknesses of each model and
learning strategy will be studied in developing valid, practical, and
effective learning models in teaching analytical thinking skills.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Analysis and evaluation of the necessary skills is
recognized every student in a variety of scientific fields, such as
analyzing the poem, mathematical formula, biology system,
chapter in the text book, concepts and ideas, essays, novels, and
articles[11]. Synthesis and evaluation of skill needs analysis
[10]. According to the Judge, et al [9], analytical thinking skills
will be meaningful in some aspect of the field of study, for
example, when listening to the lesson, contribute in a seminar or
publish the work. The analysis is used to identify the intense
relationships and actual for statements, questions, concepts,
descriptions or form of representation to express belief,
justification, experiences, reactions, information, and opinions
[12]. Critical analysis of student thinking in each field of science
as well as for specific purposes.
Natural Sciences is a scientific discipline that studies the
natural symptoms as well as their interaction. Nature of Natural
Science consists of the scientific attitude, scientific processes,
and scientific products. The scientific process is what is known
as the scientific method. According to Carey [6], simple
scientific method consists of 3 (three) process that is to observe,
describe, and test of the events described. Analysis skills in this
case is at the third process, in observing requires the analysis of
elements (parts), in explaining the needs analysis the
relationship that is the link between the parts, and in testing the

need analysis the system i.e. know the elements and their
relationship in the organized structure. According to Raiyn &
Tilchin [17]that high level thinking skills needed in solving
problems such as analysis and creative thinking skills. Having
regard to the annotations, then the analysis is also closely related
to the settlement of the issue, particularly for the field of Natural
Science.
Natural Science learning in secondary school we
recommend: 1) can foster confidence that students are capable
of in Natural Science and is not a lesson that should be feared;
2) to teach Natural Science not only the concepts, but also
comes with a scientific attitude and skill development (domain
knowledge and cognitive processes); 3) learning the Natural
Science provide a learning experience that is reasoning,
developed the ability to plan and conduct a scientific inquiry,
using knowledge already learnt to understand the nature of the
symptoms that occur in the vicinity; and 4) revitalize the science
process skills for students, teachers, and aspiring teachers as the
primary mission of teaching and learning science in school to
develop their ability of observation, planning the investigation,
interpreting (interpretation) data and information (narration,
pictures, charts, tables) as well as drawing conclusions [13].
Thus it is important existence to improve thinking skills of
analysis in developing reasoning ability, plan and conduct a
scientific inquiry, using knowledge already learnt to understand
the symptoms of nature occur in the vicinity.
To teach the skills needs of the learning model. According
to Arends [3] that learning refers to learning approach will be
used, including the teaching objectives, namely, the stages in the
learning environment, learning activities, and classroom
management. The teaching model is a tool to help teachers,
good teaching more effectively and make more systematic
instruction, but does not replace the skills of teaching [8].
Learning models that are able to increase the thinking
skills of analysis is a model based on constructivist theory.
Learning models that can improve analytical thinking skills of
which 1) model guided inquiry [15]; 2) model of Problem Based
Learning (PBL) [5, 16, 7]; 3) model group investigation [19]; 4)
model Context Based Learning (CBL)[18]; 5) Model Of
Analytical Thinking Skills Training Process [14]; 6) strategy of
Mood, Understand, Recall, Digest, Expand, Review
(MURDER) [4]; 7) strategy infographics [7].
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II. RESEARCH METHOD

6.

Research methods of library studies using techniques
drawn from empirical studies based on fifteen scientific articles.
III. DISCUSSION
Teaching models that can improve analytical thinking
skills as follows:
1. Model of Guided Inquiry
A model of Guided inquiry [15] has the following syntax:
1) formulating the problem, formulate hypotheses, 2) 3)
collect data, and 4) to make the conclusion. The
advantages of the model include: (1) understand the basic
concepts and ideas better; (2) help in using memory and
transfer in the learning process; (3) encourage the students
to think and work on its own initiative; (4) encourage the
students to think intuitively and formulate your own
hypotheses; (5) decision that is of delivers.
2. Model Of Problem Based Learning (PBL)
PBL models according to [3] has the syntax: 1) orienting
students on the issues, 2) designing the process of solving
problems with the scientific method/organizing the
students to learn, 3) independent investigation/group guide,
4) developed and presents the results of the work and show
it off, and 5) analyze and evaluate the process of problem
solving. Weaknesses of PBL model [5], [16], and
[7]including: (1) performance assessment so that tend to
require a valid measurement techniques and reliability are
the challenges facing teachers, In addition the rate of
completion of the different tasks between students.
3. Models Group Investigation
Model Group Investigation examined [19]has the
following steps: 1) Group was formed by students of their
own teridri over 2-6 people, 2) each group is free to choose
a sub topic of the whole unit material, and 3) results the
report of the group. The advantages of the model group
investigation is improve the way teachers teaching from
teacher-centered became centred on the student and allows
students to do different learning experiences such as
suggested and explain everything that is sourced from
mind yourself, open yourself to think of friends, increase
the responsibility of the students in learning and improve
achievement.
4. Model of Context Based Learning (CBL)
The model developed [18] has the syntax: orientation,
organization,
examination,
experimentation,
and
communication. The advantages of the model CBL whom
effectively to improve thinking and analysis is
recommended to be performed with a different subject.
5. Models of Analytical Thinking Skills Training Process
The model developed [14] has no special name. This
model has the syntax of warm-ups, demonstration of skill,
step by step coaching, full step coaching, and evalution.
This model has the advantages of being able to help
develop critical thinking skills of a person towards a higher
level and used to teach in Thailand to resolve a problem
that requires thinking skills analysis for students in the
future.

7.

The strategy of Mood, Understand, Recall, Digest, Expand,
Review (MURDER)
The strategy of MURDER according to its name, the
learning steps steps starting with the mood, understand,
recall, digest, expand, and reviews. Models examined
[4]has the advantages of which 1) each stage in the
strategy for enhancing the role of the MURDER have the
thinking ability of students, 2) analysis to assist students in
developing a learning system that is effective and efficient,
3) help students to increase understanding, to train students
to think the analysis, and elaborated the concept of
thinking ability analysis.
The strategy of Infographics
The strategy of infographics [1] has the following steps: 1)
choose the main idea, 2) drawing introduction, 3) choosing
a topic and sub-topic 4) skillfully made designs as the
Union units, 5) choose colors, 6) revised the design, 7)
represents the entire contents, 8) assure the authenticity of
the pictures, and 9) final production. The advantage of this
strategy, effective in improving analytical thinking skills.

Based on empirical studies, it can be claimed that each
study has not fully taught analytical thinking skills in
accordance with Bloom Taxonomy Revision[2]indicators of
analysis, such as: differentiating, organizing, and attributing.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the deliberations of the conclusion that the model
can be obtained and learning strategies to improve thinking
skills analysis generally starts from a problem, then the problem
is formulated for proven along her group by searching for
relevant information, observations/experiments, and concluded
the results obtained, as well as communicate.
The disadvantages of each model and learning strategies
will be examined in developing learning models are valid,
practical, and effective in teaching analytical thinking skills.
The researcher's suggestion, to develop a learning

model that specifically teaches analytical thinking needs
an indicator of analysis to find out whether each syntax
also trains analytical thinking skills.
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